An algorithm for coupling external circuit elements to bounded two
The model we discuss here is a two-dimensional (x,y) ogy allows a direct access to SPICE for modeling the lumped circuits, while the full 3-dimensional We place a rectangular mesh over the system on which the particle charge densities are accumulated in order to solve for the electrostatic field quantities at the mesh points. The charge-gathering and particle-pushing algorithms used in this model are standard particle-in-cell techniques which can be found in Birdsall and Langdon (1991) 
or
AyAz(ei+hJEXi+hj -^.yE^+AxAz(eiJ+iEy..+h-^_^,_^) =««. (4) where e,+i/2,j is the dielectric constant at (i + l/2,j), Ax and Ay are grid spacings in the x and y directions, Az is a unit length in the z direction, and Qij is the total charge at the grid point (i, j). In particle-in-cell codes, Qij is simply the sum of all charged particles weighted11 to the grid point (i, j). At a conducting boundary where, Eq. (4) is used to determine the normal electric flux, Qij can be written as
where AVij 
Eq. (4) is defined by e,-i/2,j = (et-i/2,j+i/2 + et-i/2,j-i/2)/2. The inclusion of internal dielectric structures does not change the size of the unknown <j > matrix, because the potential inside and on the surface of dielectric structures is not known. If a grid point (i,j) is inside a dielectric or on a free-space dielectric boundary, Eq. (4) is written as an equation for the potential and is incorporated into the finite-differenced matrix.
For 
Equations (11)- (18) are now used at grid points 5-12 respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 , on the boundaries and also (as will be shown later) at internal grid points on structures. The electric fields normal to the surface at the grid points 6, 8, 10, and 12 in Fig. 7 are proportional to the charge density Oij at those grid points and equal to the right hand expression of Eqs. (12), (14), (16), (18). However, strictly speaking, at the grid points 5, 7, 9 and 11, in Fig. 7 , the electric field is undefined because one can not define a normal to the surface at those grid points. For those points, we assume that the magnitude of the electric field is proportional to <rtj, while the direction can be approximated by the difference of electric potentials at the adjacent grid points. 
Figure 9 shows a simpleexternal circuit consisting of a voltage source in series with a capacitor coupled to the left electrode. The voltage drop Vc across the capacitor in the external circuit is given by the Kirchhoff's voltage loop law:

Vc = V(t) -<t>0
where the signs are consistent with the voltage polarities shown in Fig. 9 . (23) where I(t) is the external circuit current, shown in Fig. 9, A is where / dtl = Qc = CVC is the charge on the capacitor and Ql^v *s the charge de posited on the electrode from the plasma during the time interval (t-1, t). Combining Eqs. (22) and (24) we find
V(t) is the applied voltage source, and <t>o is the potential on the conductor, as defined in Eq. (20). The time variation of or, the total charge density on the driven electrode, may be obtained from the Kirchhoff's current loop law:
A^-=I(t) +AJconv
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(25)
The total charge density <jt may be expressed by i=N2 where a0j is defined in Eq. (21) where N = JV3 -N2 +1, and all the <£ and p terms are obtained at time t. Equations (25) and (26) (27) After the potential <j>o on the electrode is obtained from Eq. (27) At 4"1 +hW)At +Qlonv) +a+b&lN2 +cjfc^+-t E%^m,
where a, b, c, and d are defined below Eq. (27) .
Note that the right hand sides of Eqs. (31) and (33) 
The numerical correction x is proportional to the pre-push charge density p.u>24-27 . vf1 + \ (CV(t) -Q«-> +QL") +8+~H\N7 +cfl"3 + A S% (l +"W Hi *0 = IT? G=1"S**" 2(Ax +Ay) (** +*»*)' plasma at the gas pressure of 10 mTorr. Figure 11 shows the time-averaged potential profile in the system p = 10 mTorr. For the case shown in Fig. 11 , the substrate was biased at 100V and 6.78 MHz. Figure 11 shows self-biases of 45 V and 122 V at the substrate and source electrodes respectively, and a plasma potential of 48 V. Figure   12 shows the time-averaged plasma density in the system under the same conditions.
The plasma density is seen to peak at 6 x 109 cm"3. Figure 13 shows the substrate frequency dependence of plasma density and power into the the system from the substrate and source generators at constant RF voltages. 
